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Ensuring Interoperability between Unmanned Aircraft 































































































































































































   mod0 50sec AND (0 50sec AND 800ft)v ZTHRt t£ < £ < <
   mod0 50sec AND (0 50sec OR 800ft)v ZTHRt t£ < £ < <






























































Parameter Type # Values Values
UAS	ground	speed 4 50, 100,	150,	200	kts
UAS heading 1 0	deg
UAS	vertical	speed 1 0	ft/min (fly	level	at	5000	ft)
Manned	vertical	speed 9 -2000,	-1500,	-1000,	-500,	0,	…,	2000	ft/min
















































Vertical separation: 592 ft
Vertical closure rate: 500 ft/min (i.e., converging)
Vertical tau: 71.0 sec
Horizontal separation: 0 nmi
Horizontal closure rate: 0 kts
Horizontal encounter angle: 0 deg








































Vertical separation: 500 ft
Vertical closure rate: 0 ft/min
Horizontal separation: 1.17 nmi
Horizontal closure rate: 200 kts (i.e., converging)
Horizontal encounter angle: 180 deg (i.e., head-on)





































Vertical separation: 2033 ft
Vertical closure rate: 2000 ft/min (i.e., converging)
Vertical tau: 61 sec
Predicted vertical separation at CPA: 0 ft
Horizontal separation: 2.54 nmi
Horizontal closure rate: 150 kts (i.e., converging)
Horizontal encounter angle: 180 deg
















































   mod0 50sec AND (0 50sec OR 800ft)v hdt t£ < £ < <
